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What Do
They Do"?

Advocate

Students Have A Friend
Dr. Paul

Op_timistic View
Much of th e anxious·
frustration which is suffered by
l l n i vers i ty
ci tizens
of
Governors State University is
the consequence of growing
and moving pains coupled with
the
incomplete
buildi ng
slrurturc. A review of many of
these frustrations leads to the
ht·lwf that t hey a re most often
related to cer tain transitory
r>roblems: The amazing Lhing
about
Governor s
S t ale
t lnivers ity is that, despite
these problems. it has been
able lo continue its focus on the
optimum prepa ration and
cultivation of students, not on
1f'mr,orary shortcomings. As a
result, the Gniversily has been
ahle
service the distinctive
needs of a varied student
population. T he degree to
which the University helps its
s tudents to pe r fect their
talents will determine whether
they will speak of Governors
St-ate with a proud smile of
affirmation or a grimace of
doubt.
There is no shortcut to the
creation of a great university.
Similarly, there may be no
shortcut to the establishment
of a credible university advocate program. This report
will reflect the belief that the
fullest stature will be achieved
by reasonably and honestly
responding to the data that has
come before this Advocate with
mental richness.

to

Semi-Annual JlepQrt:

H.

The first one-half year of
Although the cooperation of
operation of the Q[[ice of the
university citizens has been
outstanding, it is suspected
University
Ad vocate
at
Governors State University is
that situations will increasingly
now over. As knowledge of the
arise where the University
office and services of the
Advocate wijJ be in the middle
University Advocate increases,
catching co~plaints from both
sides. Clients will want t he
more students and other
university cit~ens have come
Advocate to do more while
in for assistance. The location
certain administrators will
of the Advocate·s office is s uch . want him to do less.
that students and visitors who
1 . A cont inuing problem area
art fr ustrated or confused
at Governors State University
c:ome m for assistance.
has been the "overload'' policy.
H av ing
t a ught
seve r al
modules, it is possible to unA major observation and
derstand the need for the
g r owing concern of the
policy. At the same time, the
Univ~>rsity Advocate is that the
policy alone is not enc:wgh.
t>x pan de d
campus
and
E ven with the concept of "selfun iver s ity populat ion will
paced'' study, it should not be
increase impersonalization.
taboo to encourage students to
Impersonalization may be a
complete t heir current modules
natural adjunct of increased
by the end of the current
size. If this is the case, a
session. The overload policy
conscious extra effort should be
must also· be accompanied with
e xe rted to humanize the
continuous academic ad·
treatment of citiz.ens within the . visement in order t hat
university community. In
potentiaUy productive students
terms of the functions of the
do not lag too far behind in the
Advocate's office, the problem
completion of their modules.
of a client is unique and per·
sonal to him even though it may
rese mble the problems of
It is recommended that the
ot hers: and it is important to
1dvantages
and disadvantages
handle each client with his
Jf our innovative eight-week
unique needs in mind. Often
sessions be researched and
clients come in angry and
reviewed. It may be that most
frustrated, who more than
persons in the university would
anything else want someone to
prefer greater flexibility or an
uatiently listen to their conalternative
system which might
ce rn. Their wrath quickly
be less fatiguing. and less
dissipates with a little atexpensive to administer.
tention.

Be Aware

Good Idea -

University Advocate Semi-Annual Report indicates GSU has a
· Conscience and StUdents have a friend.
true communication has usually
2 On several ~ions,
·
h
f th dif
·
:>een at t e core o
e
students have expressed
concerns related to their ad"iculty.
visement. In most cases, the
students reported that t heir
advisors had taken It stand or a
position from which they would
3. Several students and
not change. On such occasions,
employees ha ve expressed
the students or the students
concern over perceptions of
with the assistance of the
racial discrimination and
Advocate have been able to
alleged
racial slurs. These
reach satisfactory agreements.
accusat
ions
have not always
When it has been necessary to
been formally substantiated or
contact professors., they have
followed up. However, it may
generally been cooperative and
not defensive. An absence of
on page 7
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Student & Worker Escape 1 . -

~sTUiiENT

MISS NEAR

UEA TH IN L.J:LC."

By JUAN CUEVA
The equipment distribution
room of the Instructional
Communication Center was the
site of the near aecidental death
of work/study student Rieh
Buneh. The situation of
work/study students and civil
service staff in a dangerous
area was the result of a LC.C. L.R.C. politieal hassle over
housing
of
audio-visual
equipment.
On Ma.reh 3; Tony Aseensio
of the Medtronix Corporation
was installing ·sound c:able '

GSU ARCHIVES

(abOut 4" thick) witb.,_the use of
various oversized pulleys and
motors. An estimated one ton
of tensil strength was released
when the cable ehain broke.
The whip-lash effeet of the
chain sent small pieces of steel
and other materials flying
through the air at a rapid
speed. The ehain swung around
the eoncrete beam it was
wrapped around, barely
missing student Rick Buneh.
Currently.
work/ study
students
for
equipment
distribution, refuse to work in

the room during the continuing
operation.
The completion of work in
Room ~320 by the cable crew
.s months away, other crews
must also do mueh work to the
room as it is to house the information
distribution
equipment known as the
Pyramid System. The prewnee
of equipment distribution
"(which is part of r:c:c.) in the
library is eonsidered by many
students of G.S. tJ. politics to be

Continued on page
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Challenging The Old

Edit 0 ria'/s

_Ex_plori_ng
Th_e
Ne_w

The views expressed h4tfe are

not n@CftArily those of the Umvenity

Students
Charges Bias
Shirlee Mullinix

~t~t~

Damned

G.S.U.

Choas or Community
Challenge to the President

Mr. President. let's get it
together!!! before it is too
LATE!!
1. An institution steeped in
mistrust, doubt, suspicion,
paranoia, and intimidation
cannot survive.
2. It is the responsibility of
the President's Office to
provide the type of leadership
which will allow an open,
humane, a nd flexible institution. This means an in·
stitution where policy is not
made unilaterally, where
persons are not oppressed
because of their sex, their
their rei
or the

WHO NEEDS AMNESTY?

By MlKE SKYER

position they hold within the
University structure.
3. Finally, it is incumbent
upon you as the chief administrator of GSU to eliminate
any "forms of chaos or oppre~sion" wherever it may
emtnate, and to provide
_positive directions for the
development of community.
Therefore, the time has come
for you to let your constituents
know·, in no uncertain terms.
where you intend to lead this
University: Is it the continuation of chaos? Or, is it the
development of a viable in·
tellectual community?

Sign Of The Times

You've done it to me again,
Innovator. It seems that only
yesterday while reading the
February edition of The Innova tor I was taken baek by
an editorial that spoke of world
suffering," ...drowning in scum
thicker than slime."' Dynamite
stuff! But with the March
edition and the poem by CATS
contained therein you have
truly outdone yourseU.
To the casual reader it appears that The Innovator still
has little to say (as evidenced
by both the article and the
poem), but now chooses a
sensationalistic approach to
saying nothing. This approach
is not without merit, ho\ ever,

for it is indeed a curious
phenomenon that given the
literary void The Innovator
presents us with monthly
insignificant data. The reader is
forced to imagine ·interesting
content. Example: In the
recent poem by CATS. the
gender of Tom's companion was
not given. What if Tom's
companion were a man? The
poem in question would
perhaps still be dull and in
dubious taste, but this,
news freaks, would be innovation. Keep up the good
work. Well, just keep working.
We" imagine the rest.
Richard L. Carhart
HRS

---------------:.....a
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Disturbed·

GSU LOCALISM .
The
Localism
(NonCC?smopolitan) atmosphere
character which surrounds
GSU is indeed appaulding. The
recent tumblings over a controversial poem that was
published in the Innovator
(March 9, 1974) is indicative of
the "Old Factory Mentality"
now housed in an ''Ultra
Modern Facility," i.e., while the
Ivy Leagur and Big Ten

universities "Show Hyde" and
"participate in J eckling" (Dr.
Jeckel and Mr. Hyde) better
known as "streaking"- the GSU
community gets "uptight" over
a controver sial poem. RISE
UP (I!) GSU and claim your
proper status in the academic
community. That is, stop
dealing with trivia · there are
more important things this
university must be about.
Bobby Mills
Professor CCS

Flea in a Sandstorm
By ROBERT A. BLUE
The one man one vote
principal, is no doubt one of the
building blocks in a democracy.
Upon closer analysis one can
see why and how. Participatory
democracy safe-guards the nonvoter's rights to just "string
along" with those who exercise
this right.
This question of going along
with the program can lead to
very serious situations for the
students at G.S.U., particularly
and no less for society at lal'ge.
There is perhaps little
consideration given to a person
.that does not and cannot find
the inclination -or time to
become involved in the
processess that formulate and
regulate policies governing
tha~ person's behavior.
There is no getting around
involvement in policy and
decision making here at G.S.U.
i f that student is really concerned about the present and
future state of the university.
We students are the most
important product. of this
educational factory. Needless
to say without us there would

-· -- ....-. ....-....._......-......-....-- ...._....--
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brown .. ban discharges.. run
very much higher than whitP
percentages for similar .. bad
discharges.·· The impact of
other
than
Honorable
Discharges will prevent in·
dividuals from obtaining
gainful employment for the rest
of their lives. Very often this
type of discharge is npn·
judicial. This means that. there
was no trial. no evidence, no
opportunity for defense. The
issuance of such a decree
prevents the individual from
receiving veterans benefits.
The only legal recourse
changes less than one percent
of such appeals. _A, person who
attempted to serve his or her
country is stigmatized, denied
rights as a veteran and punished economically for life.
The Viet Nam veteran bas
been treated like a leper by the
very people who sent him to
fight in VietNam. While this i~
still unresolved, the shabbiest
treated vet is one without thf
entitlement to the meager
benefits taken by othe1
veterans. Where is justice'! h
the forgiving of those who raP
away real justice? What of thf'
man who chose the hard path ol
prison for his beliefs? Most
important, what of the men and
women who tried to serve
don't they deserve a fair'
cha1_1ce to liv_e without being
pumshed for life? They tr ied to
serve when called. Let's give
amnesty to the men and women
who have e;1rned it first!

be no Governors State.
However, this realization
should lead to more student
participation in the governance
process. Most students here
treat involvement as if it were
a new found disease to be
avoided at all cost. Is this
participatory democracy?
An excellent example was
the recent BLD retreat. Only a
handful of concerned students
took the initiative and made the
"supreme sacrifice" by placing
body and soul in the thick of the
fight.
Continue Top Page

On February 14th, CCS
professors Dan Bernd and
Larry McCleUan sent a memo
to the CCS community in which
they advocated "there must be
a change in leadership in CCS
and Dr. Alfonso Sherman
should be replaced as Dean." In
the last issue of the Innovator,
considerable space was devoted .
to printing the memo and the
myraid of responses that it
prompted from concerned and
effected members of the GSU
community.
Recently I asked a number of
GSU community members
(mostly students) to share their
feelings about t he memo and
it's ramifications as they interpret them. The following
responses were shared,
"I wish that CCS faculty
members could say publicly
what they say privately. In
private all I have heard from
CCS faculty members is
negative feedback about Dean
Sherman. yet publicly they
praise his name. It seems that
some persons are being very
hypocritical when it comes to
expressing how they really feel
about Dean Sherman."
A student who has been
enrolled in CCS for the past
three sessions stated that "the
contact that" he bas had, "wtth
Dean Sherman has always been
of a most positive nature." He
doesn't feel that he is aware of
any of the issues that are
expressed in the McClellan, ·
Bernd memorandum.
Another CCS student felt
that ·'Dean Sherman is being
attacked by Bernd and McClellan ror wholly racist
reasons." While another
student who has worked in OCS
for the past two years c;aid that
"she could see both sides of the
problem. both reasons why the
Dean should stay in CCS and
reasons why he should
relinquish his deanship."'
Another view of the situation
was, "it's not a racial question
at all but it has been made into
one for defensive reasons."
This faculty member stated, "I
don't care if the dean stays or
not. The important issue is the
faculty dissension occurring in
CCS. The faculty should agree
on a dean they can all support
or the college will be torn apart
and the quality of education is
CCS will suffer." ·
"There are valid complaints
about the dean," stated a
student who worked in the
college for the past year. "The
dean has created an at·
mosphere of distrust within
CCS. Most civil service personel have either left or-are in
the pr:ocess of leaving. The
dean is responsible. He has
tried to use civil service em-

8
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GSU Student Orientation
GET INVOLVED

Student .Services
A major element in the
. development of educational
programs at Governors State
University has been t he
establishment of vital student
services to the end that they
contribute to the welfare of all
University citizens and to t he
major goals of the University
itself. From its beginning, the

approach implemented and
integrated by a Student
Services "team" of specialists.
These activities are purposeful,
as well as balanced and
coordinated, to utilize aU
available resources to promote
the total career development of
all students.

Dental Services; Neat Teeth
It would be a serious
omission to overlook the dental
services which are headed and
coordinated by Ms. Judith· M.
Scott.
The program is offered by
the student services and it was
initiated and developed by the
dental assistant under the
direction of Paul Hill, when he
was the director of Student
Services. Ever since its inception the dental service has
looked after the dental
problems of the University
Community. Among other
things that the dental services
are offering are:
· Medication for temporary
toothache relief
- Referral Service, new
territorial listings for dental
treatment and care at reduced
prices.
· Dental Exhibits
· Literature and information
related to dental health
· Demonstration of new
devices for the p'r oper care and
cleaning of teeth
Tapes of preventive
Dentistry are available.
Judy reports an increase of
interest in dental services on
the part of the University
community.
Students are encouraged to
<'ontact Judy for free services
and samples as well as referrals
to community resources for
dental services at reduced
rates.
Professional teeth cleaning.
X-rays and fluorite treatment
is provided in near-by dental
facilit-ies.

Happiness
mouth! Stop in
Judith Scott for dental
problems, professional care and
, ~good dental treatment.
The question of Dental In·
surance has risen from the
numerous students inquiring
about the necessity of Student
Dental Insurance beyond the
coverage of dental accidents.

- A short range goal of the
Dental Services is to seek
information on Dental Insurance with the hope of
proposing it to the University
Community.'

Student Services !f************************
design of the Student Services
program has been one of
coordination and balance.
T he
Student Services
operates with the philosophy
that career choice and total
career
development are
developmental processes that
begin early and continue
throughout life. The activities
of the Student Services are
rooted in a "related services"

The major functions of the
Student Servic.e s are identified
below:
1. Coordination of Counseling
and Guidance.
2. Collegial Coordination of
Student Services.
3. Coordination of Health
Services.
4. Coordination of Student
Activities.
5. Coordination of Testing.

W.e Can Work It Out
Mission
It is the mission of the
Student. Services to respond to
the needs of students by
providi n g individualized
services through tbP efforts of
a co-ordinated Student Services team. Students shall be
assisted
in
maximum

development of their mind,
body and character. The
Student Services is dedicated
to the development of
rewarding life styles and the
improvement of the quality of
life for the entire University
community.

Subsiclzes Student Bus Fare
The bus operates between the Illinois Central Gulf electric
suburban service station at Richton Park and the new university Phase [ facilities and replaces station-wagon trans·
portation. which h~d been used since GSU opened two years
early in 1971.
The student services advisory committee will subsidi7.e
student fares.
Students must display a valid university I.D. card. or n receipt for payment of fees up to Lwo weeks until an l.D. card
can be acquired.
Visitors to the campus will be extended Lhe same privileges as students, but must sign a receipt. upon entering the
bus and present it to tbe university cashier's office with appropriate proof of status.
Paculty and staff will continue to pay fares, however.
Tickets must be purchased from the univer.sity.ca§hier
~

'

'

I

•

.

'

'

*****************
SSAC is composed of ten
students (8 electees and 2 appointees) whose primary purpose is
to represent the student body
relative to their student activity
fees so that, one of the primary
functions of SSAC is to allocate the
student fees to the best interest of
the student body. Within that, the
student community is actively
encouraged to give input as to how
they WIUlt their student fees ex·
pended
Student Travel
Any student(s) may submit a
proposal for travel funds to SSAC
for the purpose of attending:
conventions, workshops, seminars
(whether they be local or out of
state). These requests can be
submitted to any member of SSAC
and should be submitted at least .
two weeks prior to the planned trip.
It is the stude.nt's responsibility to prepare all necessary
forms in connection with thf
travel request. All forms may
be secured · from Stude nt
Services.

Advisory Committee
Students subm i tting
requests for out-of-state travel
to tbe SSAC must adhere to the
following guidelin~:
1. Complete Request for
Student Travel Funds form and
present to SSAC 30 days prior
to date of trip.
2. If request is approved by
the SSAC, a Request for Outof-State Travel form must then
be completed in triplicate and
submitted to Student Services
twenty days prior to the trip.
3. The Request fm:. Out-ofState... Travel must be fully
completed in regard to the
purpose of the trip.
4. The Request for Out-ofState Travel must indicate
expenses for the trip.
5. Approximately ten days
before t he trip, prepare
Student Activity Fund Check
Request form for amount of
money approved by the SSAC.
6. Upon return from travel,
complete Travel Voucher in·
dicating all expenses incurred
with all receipts attached
thereto.

. On quite another level · SSAC is
looking into other areas that might
be of interest and serve some need,c
of the students such as:
1 . The free. typing service that is
now available to the day and night
students · for more infonnation
about this service · all the student
need do is contact or go to the
Student Services office.
2. Check the notices posted
around the school for "free" tickets
to a sundry of events
These are just a few ways of
SSAC trying to help students to
get more out of their student activity fees.

For those of you who would like
to know more of what we're about·
all you need do is talk to any one of
your SSAC representatives or
attend any one of our meetings
which are held each 1 st and 3rd
Thursday of the month at 11 :00

DAY CARE

Now ilvailable

The GSU Child Care Center,
Inc. i_ alive and gamrng
momentUC'l. The Vick Farmhouse.
located directly east of the Cardox
factory, will b.. the home of the
Center.

Applications for the GSU Child Care Center, Inc. are available now in
the Advocate's Office, North Rotunda, and in Student Services. Any
child of the GSU or local community between the ages of 2% and 9
years of age is eligible. The hours of care will be on Monday thru
Friday, 8 :00 a. m. to 10:00 p.m. and on Saturday in the morning.
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Student Asst. Deans Set Pace for· Peers
T he student assistant dean
for the college of human
learning and development is
Maxwell Bennett. The job of
student dean is not a easy one.
Student deans can be a force in
initiating programs that would
greatly benefit a large number
of students. And as student
dean he must see to it that all
steps are taken that will
fac ilitate
greater . un·
derstanding between students,
faculty, and the dean.
The task of the student dean
involves more than acting as a
liaison between students and
the administration in H.L.D.
Other job responsibilities
include;
publishing
a
newsletter, supplying students
with transcripts {achievement
forms) and attending a variety
of meetings to keep abreast of
changes that adversely affect
students.
··My office is set-up to keep
students riled up" says
Maxwell.
To_. help carr y out his
responsibilities as student
dean; Maxwell is assisted by a
staff of beautiful human beings,
t hey are: Buffy Rosen,
Crawford Homes, Lee Lopit,
Bob Stamps, and Ellen Silver.
This "ener getic, staff supply
H.L.D. students with all kinds
of impor tant information.
Particularly as it r elates to
admissions applications,
Financial Aid, Scholarships and
grants as well as other func-

Leo Wagner - Cultural Studies

Maxwell Bennett · Bum.a n Learning and Development
tio.ns t hat would improve
" human
Learning
and
development." "I like being the
student dean of H.L.D. says
Maxwell, but 1 would prefer
that more students become
involved in the development of
the
Governors
State
philosophy. Students should
always [eel free Lo 1·ont.1ct. me
or members of my staff if and
when there are any questions
to which they can find no answers or personal matters tbey
might; wish to discuss."
Maxwell Bennett's office is
located in the college of Human
Learning and Development on

Leo
Wagner,
Student
Assistant Dean in the College
of Cultural Studies, hmctions
are basically the same as SAD
in other colleges.
Leo, however, approaches
the problem of "orientation.. on
the basis of "Why" the need for
the office of Student Assistant
Dean in the first place?
He said, "sometimes there
are problems within a . particular collegial unit where
students need to relate on a
personal level. In the process of
problem solving, CCS students
can initiate the mechanism for
solutions through me."
He pointed out tha contrary
to the misconception that a
student assistant dean has it
made, the position he holds is
far from glorious or easy. .
·• A ty pical day" he said,
..consist of a ttending administration, faculty, and
student meetings, to stuffing
student mailboxes.
He believes thai to be viable
to needy students, one must
function. where he states
"iitvolvemenl" is the key word.
Leo said it is very important

to know as much about as many
things within the university
community as one can.
He states t hat this is a
lea~ning experience in itself,
wh1ch concerned stud ents
sbould participate in to make
GSU what it is designed to be.
He urges all CCS students to
not be misled by the title of
SAD. He said he is just another
student trying his damnest. to
ge't a quality education.
- Leo Wagner's office hours
are flexible according to
meeting schedules.
"Most of the time," Leo said,
"students can catch me around
the uni~ersity and in room 202 .

the Southeast side of the
building.
There are four student deans
here at the University; all
. students but newer students
particularly shouta make it
their business ~o stop in and get
to know the student dean in
their college. After all they
cannot help until we tell them
where it hurts and who is doing
the hurting. Maxwell can be
Gene Billoto - Business and Public Service
reached by phone; 534-5000.
Ext. 2357. On closing when
Gene Bilotto- B.P.S.- As the
asked; wltat is the one thing representative from the College
you would like to tell students . of Business and Publi~ Service,
Maxwell said: "get involved."
his goals as Student Assistant Dean are:
1. To provide effective and
res!Jonsible representation of the
student needs within the College of
Business and P ublic Service.
Pat Cebrynski Environmental and Applied Sciel!_ces
2. To work toward the establishment of guidelines which reflect a
The Student assistant Dean in CEAS is Patricia Cebr·
functional policy basis within the
zynski. Pat is working on a masters degree in environmental
SAD's office.
science with an emphasis in environm'enta1 conservation
3. To adequately serve the
and is holder of a bachelor's degree in educat ion (history)
broader spectrum
of the
from Northern Illinois University. Pat is a resident of Park
University Student body at GSU.
Taken from the GSU
Forest and was formerly employed as a maintenance and
4. To utilize existing and planned Business Club Constitution...
repair technician for the television studio _at Governors
programs in promoting greater
"We the students of GSU do
State University, and is also a school teacher in Hazel CreS1
student
rnvolvement and par- establis h and promote a
and Park Forest South.
ticipation in University affairs.
~usiness organization within
In kee}ling with these goals, I the university and for the good
would like to extend an invitation of the students' educational
to all students for feedback
needs; for the community
I solicit everyone's assistance in r elations with GSU; for the
aelping me perlorm my job as a furthering of employment
student representative of BPS by opport unities; and for instilling
letting their ideas be known to me ~thin t~e students a progresregarding anything of concern in SJve attitude toward business
CBPS.
society.
student needs. (AISG was very
and the Governor. Basically
.
.
.
You can contact him tbrough
CBPS offi~P..
Gene Btlotto, mam orgamzer .
instrumental in Governor
they accomplish these fasks by:
Walker's recent decision not to
maintaining the services of two
hike student tutition when they
full-time lobbyist in the state
presented him with more t han
legislature, conducts · studies
30,000 petitions opposed to a
for and
makes recom·
tuition hike. Many G.S.U.
mendations to t he Governor,
students signed petitions.
Legislature, BHE, and the
There bas been for a long BOG.
GSU students may gain Cree
GSU students in court {free of
time a need for a method by
Correlating information so
legal counsel if a proposal to
charge) in civil and other kinds
which students could collecthat the problems at one inhire a student attorney is
of cases. He would serve as
tively express their feeling and
stitution can be solved by the
adopted by the Student Serlegal counsel and advisor to
make their voice heard. AISG
solutions arrived at, at another
vices Advisory Committee. The
student clubs, organizations,
is giving GS'U students that
'Jlember institutien with a
proposal is still in the planning
change through its $500 paid
and governmenidl bodies.
;imilar problem.
membership from our activity
stages and it is hoped the
A large number of univer0 r ga n i zi ng
v·o t e r
following services may be
fees. As a suggestion GSU
sities throughout the country
registration drives to put
provided for students by the
maintain a student lawyer.
students should begin to think
pressure on people holding
attorney.
about and possibly form some
These lawyers have been
office in the Legislature so that
The attorney will be
extremely successful in getting
type
of
governmental
they will be more sensitive to
"structure''??
available on some kind of
;tudents fair housing and
regular basis to answer student
representing them in areas
~egal questions. He would help
where a lawyer is required. If
students design a leg~!
GSU is going to remain a
university dedicated to serving
awareness. program so that
the student population it is
students might become more
Thanks to the input by key
College so that students can do
aware of their basic legal rites
important to keep pace with
organization members, several
their intern~hips there.
t he times and find a lawyer who
and what they as individuals
classes in HLD are beini
The club is planning a career
can do to protect and defend will serve GSU students when
taught specifically for peoplf
jay and a variety of workshops
them when the need arises. He
this kind of representation is
interested in community
this spring to aid students
called for.
would bf> able to represent
college careers and a cirriculum
wishing to find jobs ill the
along these 'tines is in the
community college. To find out
planning stages. The club is in
more about the club and how to
the process o( setting up a
join, contact the SICC office in
liason
relati~ship with
:he new .~u!l~ing.
t
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Organization Going
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Service

Students at GSU should be
aware· we are a member of the
association of lllinois Student
Governments, along with 12 or
more other colleges and
universities throughout the
state. The Governing board
consists of a representative
(rom each institution. Our
representative at GSU is Gene
Billotto · CBPS.
Wha:t The AISG Does
The AISG strives to see t hat
the students in State Institutions are -receiving a high
quality education at the lowest
cost to t hem. It checks to see
thai the students are treated
fairly by the Institutions BOG.
BHE. The STATE Legislature,

Standing By

··· ···· · ······ · · ··~·

Positive Response

The Answer·s Lie In The Doing
Students interested in
community college careers may
be aided in their endeavors by
SICC (Students Interested in
Community College Careers.) "This student organization
attempts to .give . students
pointers on what to expect
when working in the comm~nity college setting.
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Balance is a club of interest."
to ecologically a ware students
within the GSU community.
The club was designed to
create
environmental
awareness and to disseminate
ecological informat!on to
students at GSU. Balance has
taken on some notable projects
in the past. They were instrumental in publicizing and
getting
signatures
and
petitions to save the forty-acre
Sztuba land parcel located on
the new campus site. They also
set up and maintained the

paper recycling boxes at the
mini-campus.
In the future the club hopes
to lind funds to buy the farm
directly southwest of the new
campus to use as an animal
shelter and a used bookstore
for students. They also have
plans to build geodesic glass
domes and plant various crop,s
on the land surrounding the
farm.
Research projects that
Balance is working on this year
include utilizing a formula to

·p .-. ~- ·. ~ -!.."• . -••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~

:. Big
Pine
Creek
Appreciation
:
.
l

It's Common Sense

Big Pine Creek Appreciation
Weekend is a time for you to
come and enjoy canoeing.
hiking, camping, and other
outdoor activities on and along
beautiful Big Pine Creek in
Warren County, Indiana.
Scientists, conservationists,
and outdoors enthusiasts agree
that Big Pine Creek is one of
the most scenic and unspoiled
free flowing str eams in the
Midwest. For the past decade,
however, the future of Big Pine
bas been threatened by plans of
the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers to construct a $30
million reservoir on the river.

•

·

~-....,_·-

Appreciation Weekend is a
part of the efforts of the
sponsor ing organization to
develop public support in
opposition to the proposal of
the Corps of Engineers and in
favor of protecting the stream
for its out.standing recreational,
scientific, and educational
values.
Your participation in the
1CJ7 4 Big P ine Creek Ap·
preciation Weekend will nol
only be a memorable outdoor
experience, but. also a contribution toward demonstrating widespread pub lic
interest in preserv~lion of this

outstanding stream. Big P ine'
Creek Weekend will be held on
Saturday, April27 and Sunday,
April 28.
Some of the activities
planned are Canoeing, Camping
and an evening program where
everyone is invited on
Saturday, April2:1, at 8:00 p.m.
in the Dining Hall at Pine
Creek Methodist Camp.
The deadline for signing up
for the trip will .be April 11.
1CJ7 4. Currently there is list.
posted in EAS for aU those
interested in going. The list is
well on its way to filling up, so
if you want to be in on it you'd
better hurry.

make methane gas (a fuel that
may be used to power gasoline
engines) out of garbage. Other
alternative fuel sources the
club is experimenting with
include electricity, prcrpane
and wind generators.
On April27 and 28th Balance
will sponsor t he third annual
camping and canoeing trip to
Big Pine Lake in Indiana.
Students are invited to take
part in this activity as well as to
attend club meetings which are
held every first and third

L.R.C.
The Learning Resource
Center at GSU is a unique
Library
for
a
unique
University. The library is an
active learning center, not just.
a storehouse for books and
periodicals.. In addition to
books the library's collection
includes reference materials,
indexes, abs tracts, fiJms,
film strips, audiotapes, disc
recordings, slides, vidio tapes,
kits combining a variety of the
above audio visual aids, maps.
models,
microfilm
and
microfiche.
Particularly noteworthy is
t he complete file of ERIC
(Educational Research Information Genter) documents
on microfiche. Consisting of
research studies indexeti in
Research Education, this Iile is
a primary sourc~ of information
on current research in the
broad area of " Education."
Copies of the fiche documents
may be made for retention by
the user.
One of the more unique
features of GSU's library is the

Saying It Ain't Doing It!!!
students in learning situations
that would provide him with
information and skills in
making some career paths and
life style choices.
The purpose of the module is
thrc<•fold:
1. An attempt to deal with
individual strengths. weakness.
likl•s, and dislikes in order to
dt•lcrmine where that inrlividual is going in terms of a
rarcer path.
2. Once the career path is
dPlermined. the next step is to
l{t>l as much information about
: he particular career path area.
e.g.. talk with people that. work
in lh<• rield. professional journal
rl'fl•rence. etc.
;J. To develop a resume.
c·over letter. and interviewing
o;kill<: and tc('hniques \\ hich will
hl' vidl·otaped to t>xpose an

individual's strong ami weak
pi;lts.
T his: -dule is offered yearly
during Je pt.embe'r-October,
January-February. and May·
June Sessions.
Currently there are five
collegial cooperative education
coordinators. · In HLD Cut.tie
Bacon serves as Co-Op
Coordinator, in CBPS, they are
:vtarshall Reavis and Bob Kelly.
in CEAS it is Russ Hollister
and Leon Fountory, in CCS it is
Tom Haugsby.
Students should initiate an)
cooperative education in teres
Lhrough their coUegial coor
dinator.
Sandy Conely urges a II
students to come in the oflice
and rstablish a placement filt•
bt:cause it is oftpn requested by
potcnLial employrrs.

Friday of the month at 3:00
p.m. in room E1104. For further information about Balance •
students should contact ~ the
club's
president,
Larry
Posanka in the bookstore.
Balance's latest concerns
with t he move to Phase I is the
continuation of their paper
recycling projects. Building and
Plant Operations promised a
number of recycling boxes to be
placed
th roughout
t he
university so that people are
able to recycle waste materials.

Learning
Real Cool!!!
existence of what we call the
"Liaison Librarian." Specially
trained in reference service and
materials selection, the Liaison
Librarian functions as a part of
the learning team, providi~:~g
formal and informal instruction
in library use for students and
faculty.
counseling
and
guidance in module-related
reler~nce questions, including
the obtaining of materials
and/or information from other
libraries when GSU does not
have the needed information
resources.
The LRC exerts every effort
to make its information accessible to all GSU students,
faculty
and
community
members. At least one
professionally tr ained librarian
is available, usually at the
reference desk, during all hours
the Library is open. The
librarian is there to provide
assistance to you in your search
for information and materials.
Please don't hestitate to ask for
guidance. NO QUESTION IS A
"DUMB QUESTION."

Governor's State Chess Club
was founded to promote and
maintain interest in the game
of Chess at the University. To
this end. the Chess Club has
purchased equipment which
will be set-up on a 24 hour a day
basis as soon as space can be
obtained on the new campus.
The club is open to all students
and members of the community.
The club al.so promotes
tournaments and competes in
inlercollegiate matches with

,. l..

other schools. In December,
Governors State won the prize
as the best two year eollege at
the U ni versity of Chicago
lnvilat.ional
Tournament.
Later. over tbe Christmas
break they competed in
Atlanta, Georgia at the PanAmerican
Intercollegiate
Champi onships. More in·
formation may be obtained
from Bill Whited-, CEAS, or Jim
Condron CBPS, if anv student
is interested in mc~bership.

I
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•
can make use of a varie.. ot
•
y

•
Perhaps some of you newet
e..students and maybe even some old
• timers are curious as to what
• exactly ICC stands for. ICC is the
• Instructional
Communications
• Center and Ann Cole is. the woman
t dealing with it. ICC houses portable
• wd professional co'tiun"Om'tatidrls
•• equ1·pment. Any student at GSU

portable equipment, some of which
are listed below. There are no
restrictions at all on where the
equipment may be used .. the only
requirement is that the student
knows how to use the particular
item. Don't panic, though; lessons
ire · available. There are student
· ·
t.ec h ruc1ans
on b an d t o gut·de you.

y

Chess Club

···············~····~~· ·

Co-op Theory and Practice

Cnorwrative Education at
( ;:-;r nm1bines theory and
prac·tin·- Thl' program is
t•ss .. ntwlly designed to provide
·work Pxperience in an academic
arc•a of interest. In other
\\ ~trci!;. it yives students an
••ppnrlllnity to go into the
world and work and practice
thinKs learned in the classroom,
or learn new things which
\\ uuld have a reflection on
luturc things he mjght learn ir
th<• t·l:tssroom.
All 'ltudents. of course, are
p;ud lor t·ooperative education,
\\ ith possibility of being placed
in a situation hl' will rind intt·n·sting.
Tht're are also classes held 3
1 im<·s a year called Career
Paths and Life ')tyle Choices
This module i.., related to the
fun•·tion of plan•mrnt which is
PS"t·nt ially dl:'~igncd to pla<·P

out Eco

Concern

Balance

These capable men are Richard •
Cunningham and Jerry Rich.
•
~ " ~ • ""
There is a variety of professtonal • ~ ....
~~
• ~"' ~ ..,
equipment that can be used in the •
., ..,.
ICC area. Included in this group are •
.._, . . .
photographic equipment, video •
taping equipment and graphic •
equipmel1t. •Studel'lts'art! invi~d -~ , ~, ,• , .-.~~ '· 1 ., _, ~~:/
come over tor instruction.
· · · ' ·•• · · ·· l BY BiLL WHITED

J
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More-~-- Orientation

Welcome S.A.L·.c.
The
Southern
Africa '
Liberation
Commit t ee~
(S.A.L.C.) of Governor s State
University, Park Forest South,
Illinois, is a newly-formed,
benevolent and humanit.arian
organization whose primary
function js to raise money, by
·giving and/or co-sponsoring
dances, bake sales, elc., in
order to: (1) contribute money
for
various
liberation
movements* currently existing
on the African continent; (2)
contribute
money
to
geographical
catrostrophies,
such as the recent drought in
West
Africa
(Ebony,
November, H173); and (3) to
contribute to raising the
general consciousness of the
University community concerning the humaness and
righteousness of African
liberation struggles against
White minority rule, by
showing them what we feel to ·

be r elevant films, e.g., on the
late Eduardo Mondlane's
FRELIMO
and
Aroilcar
Cabral's P AIGC; as well as to,
hopefully, enlist the support of
the entire University community i.n our ·organizational
projects. Our current project is
to get as many signatures of
s upport and solidarity as
possible, in commemoration of
the nrst anniversary of the
assassination of Amilcar
Cabr al, January 21, 1972,
Konakri. Guinea.
* Mozambique Liberation
Front (FRELIMO)
People's Movement for the
Liberation of Angola (MPLA)
African Party for the Independence of Guine and Cape
Verde (P AIGC)
South-West African People's
Organization (SWAPO)
Zimbabwe African People's
Union !ZAPU)
CHARLES BROWNE

PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill.
- Youth problems will, be
discussed at a Chicago
southeast suburban student
conference, for which youth
participants have had tbe
dominant role in fwalizing and
implementing, March 29.
Participating will be some
120 high school students from
Homewood-Flossmoor, Thornton, Bloom, and Rich Central
high schools and the Bloom
Township Committee on Youth.
The Illinois Department of
Corrections juvenile division,
Percy McMasters is the Chairbrother of the Union of African ~ commWlity services, will be
People. U.A.P. helps new brothers and sisters understand what
sponsor and Governors State
com potency based ana self-paced education is all about. "Many
University will be co-sponsor
students think that there is an advantage in t his type of
for . the conference from 9 a.m.
education, Bro. Percy said, yet when you get down to it; many
~· to 1:30 p.m. in the university
are having a hard time getting it all together." U.A.P. tries to
community conference center.
help. We also sponsor estivals, and participate in national
Among discussion topics will
student confer": .es.
~ be r ight to smoke on campus,
problems of
scheduling,
student fees. disciplinary action
by school administrators,
U.A,.P. have been in existence s ince 1971. We are looking
s tudent in-put in decision
forward to hearing from the brothers and sisters.
making, drugs,
pregnancy.
student hot line, drop-outs,
pllsh -outs,
parent/ child
...,..~ ~ .......,_ ~ ~ .....~ ~~
communications, police a,nd t he
citizen, racial and group
problems, and career op-

• Union of Afrikan Peo-ple

t

t
t

t

Cora Burks, acting director
financia l aids, reminded
... tuclent<; that may need
of

financial aid to make appointments at their earliest
convenience. Another service.

Bpo WQnts SAC Funds

The Student Services Ad·
visory Committee convened on
March 7 at 11: 00 o'clock in the
Student Sei'Vlces conference
room. The committee approved
nume rous student t r avel
requests and a procedure by
which students c.an secure
travel funds without formally
appearing- before tbe com·
mittee. Persons wishing to
obtain travel funds from SSAC
should talk to Corliss Muse or
Morrison Ninolow in Student
Services.
The committee recognized a
new club in CCS. The Southern
Liberatio n Committee was
granted the customaTy $2000 to
carry on club activities and buy
supplies and otper needed
materials.
' The transportation crisis at
GSU was an important item on
the agenda. Building and Plant
Operations is asking SSAC for
$9000 to maintain the student

WOMEN
Conference On Mental Health

'
t

po~t::~~~~~

per sons for the
workshops will include adult
members o f the planning
co.mmittee: Rick Taylor of H-F,
Ernie Davis of Bloom, Steve
Thotes o£ Thornton, and Bill
McGee of Rich Central.
ILli nois Departme nt of
Corrections staff participating
are
Barry
Schoenbrod,
s up e r v. is 0 r;
T h 0 r n.a 1
Washington, assistant
supervisor; M. Walsh, D.
Pellegr ini, J. Salett.a, and G.
Wroblewski.
Anthony Sorrention,
assistant superintendent of th e
depart,ment, said: "It is our
hope that this yout h conference
may serve as a stimulus in
developing significant r<>.sults
as young people attempt to
resolve pr-oblems with which
they arc confronted.''

'
.
bu~ th~ ~ear and Sl8,000 to ~
mru~ta~n it ncxl ~ear..SSAC
adviSOJ Doug Da~ts vo1ced a
concer~ . tha~ thts was a:n
.unrea.hsltc f1gure and could ~
con~ctvably be used to run the
ent1re BP and 0 fleet of cars as
well as ~be bus. A ~tudent ~
~ ubco':lmiLtee was appomted to
mvest1gate t.he. ~tte~ and
report hack wt~h its findmgs at
the next meetmg.
'
Gra~l Steeves was appointed
to SSAC to repla~e Larry
Posa~ka at ~he fmal ~o
meetmgs of thts ~e~r. Corliss
~use and Herb Willta~s wer e
gJVen the task of s~ttmg.up.a
mod Pol for ~tudent. onentat10n 10 ~
relatwnsh1p . to cl~bs, governme~~~ bodies wtth student
pos1llons,
the
student ~
newspaper, and other extra
curricular activities which may
be of interest to new students.
The next meeting is
scheduled for March ·21st at

t

~
~ ~

11:00 .

DR WHITAKER COORDINATOR:

<In

;o;aturday. ).1ay 11th, al

t b· Harvt-y Holiday Inn from 9
HI ·1::~0 p.m .. Dt·. Sandra
Whitaker. Coordinalol' of
\\ 11mc>n's Studies and Profes~or
nl P;,yrhology at Governors
:-;lute University. is holdin~ a
cnnferenr<' on ··women and
:\1!:'nlal Ht-altn:·
Tht' morning session will
!·Onsi$l of Lhree main speakers.
I >r. l\Iar~rar·et Huvck. who is a
Sn<·ial and De-,•elopmental
l'sy<·hologist and Professor al
lllinois lnstiwle of Technology.
will be talking about ··Helping
Systems for Women." Ms. Alice
n ann, a 1 'linwal ·t'sycllologtst,
will address herself to the issue
ol "Who are the Mentally Ill."
and Dr. Sandra Whitaker, who
is a Clinical Psychologist and a
Professor of Psychology at.
Governors State University,

a.m.

"ill talk about "Social and
Economic Factors Affecting
Women's Mental Health."
'l'he!'T will be a luncheon
following
the
morning
speakers.
The afternoon will be
devoted to four workshops,
three of which \\ill be conducted hy Governors State
University facuiLy members;
Dr.
Dave
Crispin,
Psychotherapist and Professor
nf Psychology, will pr·esent two
1 I !2. hour workshops on
"Transactional Analysis for
Women:· Dr. Bar bara Jenkins,
J->sy~·hoL he r·apist and Professor
of t'sychology. will do two
workshops on " Women and
Mystification," and Dr. Perry
Nicassio. Clinical Psychologist
and Ploofessor of Psychology,
will conduct workshops on

-

"Desensitization
l'echniques
for Women.'' The fourth
workshop wilJ be led by Ms.
Hannah Frisch, Ph.d. candidate
in Psychology at the University
of Chicago and Co-founder of
the Chicago Counseling and
Psychotherapy Research
Center. Her topic will be
··Assertion Training
for
Women."
The conference will be
limited to 100 people, so early
registration is recommended.
f'or further information please
call ~larty Scott at 534-5000,
Ext. 2473 or 2441, on Monday,
Tuesday or Thursday from 11
a.m.- -1 p.m.

WATERBEDS COMIX
AND ACC.
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Advocate
be important to review the
reasons for continuing accusations of discrimination in
regard to _the same practice,
units, or individuals.
_
There have also beeTI
complaints of anonymous_
harassing phone call& which
were believed to be racially
motivated. A need· is indicated
for . a continuing program of
activities "for tJ:le expressed
purpose of improving human
relations.
··

Reaction
4. A few civiJ se.rvice employees have sought assistance
~nd counseling upon receiving
.ow salary increments, poor
eval uations, or termination
notices. When such persons
have also been praised for
!>eing among the best em·
ployees in the university, it is
certainly enough to make one
pause and wonder what is
going on. In all eases, the
employee has been advised to
first return to the unit involved
in tne oomplaint - in order to
attempt to resolve the matter
at the-most immediate level. If
further assistance is requested,
employees were usually advised of policies, mechanisms,
and procedures within the
university for address .of
grievances. In response to a
recommendation of the Ad·
vocate's office, the university
has extended the right of
termination review and appeal
to civil service employees
during probationary em-·
ployment.
It is recommended that unit
heads keep careful and accurately written records of the
progress of probationary
employees. It is further'
recommended that these
r ecords
and
continuous
evaluations be shared- with
employees toward the end ·of
impi:oved performance.

Concern
· 5: ;U is the informed opinion
of the University Advocate
that there will be a steadily
increasing number of students
and employees who will want to
ride bicycles and s imilar
vehicles to the university as
warmer months arrive. These
requests are almost certain to
come if the energy shortage
continues.
It is recommended that the
problem be anticipated, and
that provision be made for
relative safekeeping of bicycles
and similar vehicles to the
university as warmer months
arrive.·

~rmanent bicycle stands
cannot be installed befor~
Spring weather arrives, th8.
feasibility of temporary stalls
for securing bicycles should be
explored.
6. It has been apparent that
personnel and administration of
the Department of Public
Safety have beeii successful in
creating and maintainin_B a
image with students and
faculty at .the universitx. It is
important that much of t he low
key profile coupled with high
efficiency be retained as the
population of the university
increases. This will not be easy.
Additional policies in this area
are certain to be necessary in
the near future. For example, it
will not be long before com·
plaints related to parking and
traffic tickets will be coming in
to one university unit or
another.

u

good

Comeback
The development of effective
and reasonable policies and
practice~ can forestall countless
irritations. The continuation of
the Cine working relationship
between this office and
students is desirable.
It is recommended that as
new policies are developed they
should be widely advertised
and promulgated to the entire
university community along
with existing policies. It is
further recommended that a
mechanism for the appeal of
traffic violations be considered.
7. On many occasions
students, professors, and
administrators have called on
the University Advocate for
counseling services. Tht
problems have spanned the
gamut from personal-social
problems to decisions to quit
school. The Advocate has been
willing and able to he lp
university citizens with
counseling services. Sometimes
the mere ability to talk with a
sympathetic
and
non·
judgmental liste.ner has been
therapeutic.
8. Numerous requests have
been made for sources of free
or inexpensive legal aid. In
such cases, students have been
assisted with a prepared listing
of legal aid. Other requests for
sources of assistance included
the following areas: ~ubsidized
housing, abortions, selective
service, graduate study, and
general career development.
For most faU these, prepared ·
listings have been prepared by
the University Advocate.
9. Somehow the- word !las

gotten r.round that talented
students who are being forced
out of school should see the
Advocate before they give up.
The Advocate's office has
successfully supported the
Talent Scholarshift of many
worthy students. Other
students have been given
informationaJ and referral
assistance which has resulted
in opportunities to remain in
school.

Another related service has
been that of letters of
recommendation and/ or introduction. These letters have
been much appreciated by the
students as well as the
recipients.
10. The University Adovate
has continued to instruct and to
enjoy instructing modules
through the College of Human
Learning and Development.
The following modules have
been taught this year:
World of Work: Career
Developruent Theory and
Practice Counseling Theories
11. A few students have
come to the Advocate's office
with frustrations over tran·
sportation problems. In most
instances the students have
been referred to Student
Services, or the Building and
Plant Operations Unit has been
:ontacted. The complaints
seem to center around the bus
not showing up and the absence
of channels of communication.
Alleviation of the problem
should come with the firming
up of a transportation backup
system and backup drivers. It
is important that passengers of
the bus be advised of changes
such as the substitution of
another vehicle for the bus.
. 12. Shortly after the
establishment of the University
Advocate Program, an Interim
University Advocate Advisory
Committee was established to
formulate guidelines for the
operation of the office. The
committee finished its works,
and the guidelines have been
distributed to all unit heads and
other key University personnel.
The question of a permanent
advisory
body and its
relationship to the University
Assembly was passed to Dan
Bernd. Chairman of lhe
University Assembly some
.ime ago. As of this date there
has been no response. A followup request did indicate that the
question is being considered by
a committee of the University
Assembly.

Shake It
Up Baby
It's AGas

THE MAPLE HILL STRING BAND

Wednesday, March 13, 1974
GSU students were en·
tertained in the Community
Conference room at a free
concert performed by the
Maple Hill String Ban~ from 3

..o '6 p.m. The base player was
llnable to be here at GSU, but
the other three members of the
group (Dan, Jeff. and David)
carried on their unique music
styles and sounds sharing
vocals and a variety , of string

mstruments including electric
and acoustic guitars, banjo,
violins, harmonica and kazoo.
Maple Hill String Band
played a variety of tunes. A bit
of nostalgia entered the con:
ference room while the · band
harmonized to "Somebody
Stole My Gal." This was
followed by an old English folk
piece entitled, "Rain and Snow"
that was of a ballad nature.
"Honey Let Me Be Your Salty
Dog" was a return to real down
home mountain melody - and a
usual request according to Jeff
the lead. The Band combined
country flavor with traditional
folk and just plain jammin' for
an enjoyable afternoon.

contmued from PAGE I

THE
PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMING
COMPANY
OF THE DRAMA GUILD OF
KENNEDY-KING COLLEGE
PRESENTS
ITS
1974
SEASON OF PLAYS
"COMPANY" on April17, 18,
19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 'l:l, May 1, 2, 3,

Two fine articles on the
function of the Advocate's
of£ice have appeared in the
3tudent publication, the Innovator. One of these articles
4.
included a summarization of the
Tickets available by calling
approved guidelines.
(after 6 p.m.) Mildred Harris 13. It has been surprising to
955-7763 (~3.00) per ticket.
discover how many students
get into financial difficulty as
they a,t tempt to study at
Governors State University.
Many of these students have
little knowledge of available
rinancial aids. The Financial
Aids office has been very effective in assisting low income
students after referral to that
office. In several cases, it was
apparent that additional
resources are sorely needed in
MARCH- APRIL
order tg assist many worthy
March 4 (Mon.) First Day of
students who are · on the Instruction
financial borderline and unable
April '1:7 (Sat.) Last Day of
to receive regular financial aid. Instruction
The development of institutional resources for
scholarship assistance deserves
MAY-JUNE
University-wide attention.
May 6 (Mon.) First Day of
While the University Advocate Instruction
May - 27 (Mon.) Vacation does not personally promote
the idea, he does suggest that Memorial Day
the concept of employing a
June 29 (Sat.) Last Day of
:>rofessional fund raiser be Instruction
:xplored. If this is not desirable
1r feasible, alternative methods
JULY-AUGUST
1f raising scholarship funds
July 3 (Wed.) First Day of
;hould be considered.
Instruction
July 4 (Thur.) Vacation - Independence Day
August 27 (Tues.) Last Day of
Instruction
FOUR STUDENT MEMBERS
SEATED
• Four new non-voting student
members of the Board were
introduced since this was their
first m~eting. They are: Jon~
Vine, a senior in business
The Housing Information
admi:nistration at Chicago State
Exchange is available to both
University; Ms. Rebecca
people who need housing and to
Keller, a graduate student in
those who are able to provide
communications at Governors
housing. Your input (as usual) _
State University, Park Forest
is required for the promotion of
this service.
South; Daniel P. Kolb, a. senior
in sociology at Northeastern ~
Illinois University, Chica<ro;
Due to the housing shortage
6
in the Immediate GSU comand Dave Mahoney, a junior in
political science at Western
munity area, we at the INIlliJ}ois Univez:sity.
NOVATOR are attempting to
establish an information exchange service for STUDENTS
~N NEF:D OF HOUSING.

.Safety at GSU
Continued from page 1

!l.n excellent example of the
shrewd subtle behavior at this
UJ)iyersity.
Before the I.C.C. move,
equipment distribution was
assigned room C1354, along
with the other I.C.C. facilities.
However, shortly before the
m~ve from the mini·campus,
R1chard Cu}lningham, bead of
equipment, was ordered to
move to a room on the second
floor of the library. The issue
involved jurisdiction but media
librarian Trudy Loeber, now
head of e.quipment distribution

Rece.nt news indicates that a
eci)lld student also missed
getting seriously hurt MaJ¥"

and the media department of
the library is greatly expanded.
The relationship of the near
death of a student and
placement of university personnel in a dangerous area for
unusual reasons was summed
up in the opinion of one student
wha demanded to remain
anonymous. jle said; "The whim
of one woman nearly killed a
student." In the meantime, a
safe room in I.C.C. remairu
empty and the dangerous roorr
(2320 continued to be used.

13. A workman was injured in
the process of installiog the
;able.
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formed students in the college
of HLD and the university at
large is that there is too much
sLudenL apathy prevelanl at
Governors State, coupled with
a lack of communication and
insensitivity to minority
student interests and needs.
There is then · an apparent
contradiction between "how to
implement the mandat~ of
serving the interest of minority
students (black. brown, etc.)
but more importantly when and
how.
The overriding consideration
of all students, but minority
students particularly. is how
soon can we discover and then
become involvt>d in those
committees and forums which
establish tht> basic criterion
regulating our behavior. As
was mentioned participation in
those forums and committees
would necessariJy insure some
student input.

m

ffi

•ctlve level .:

participatory
democracy .
Wit;houl this involvement the
great bulk of students will be as
helpless as a "flea in a sand
storm'· in competition with a
well organized and highly
e If i c i en t
e ducat ion
bureaucracy.
The option in a democracy is
either help establish policy
procedures, or be a helplessly
lost victim of the decision
arrived at by administration
only to have to scrambl.e a
defense. This is clearly reactionary!! The arguement of
being a "commuter university"
is not enough justification for
student non-involvement in
committee type stuff.
.Mailing list£ still serve as a
communications
medium.
Request that you be put on one
or more in your respective
colleges. This level of involvement cost us nothing but a
few words.
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Sexual TranSformatiOri

.
From fear to Freedom

By RAMONITA SEGARRA
"The operation is simply
called a sex change operation _
A. I Lhink friendships are
Q. Do you have a job outside
which is performed to supply
of school'!
based on understanding people.
males with a vagina and
There are the few that may
A. As a result of this
feminine organs,'' thus began
have misgivings. I'm sure
operation I lOSt; the job I could
the interview with FrMcis, full
everyone has experienced
have had making S15,000 a year
time student at GSU. Francis
meeting someone that has been
as an economist with the 1
'was an admitted homosexuaJ,
talked about negatively but
Malcom X Foundation. I told
now she considers he'rself a
until you talk to that person
them I would have to play the
transexual. She has undergone
you find out he's really great.
female role. They did not know
a sexual transformation. that
They may be ugly, but the
what the response would be
is, complet.e sexual change from
attitude fades away. You see
from the black community. I'm
male to female. -Previously
them as a person.
upset about that but I'm not
Francis registered for classes
Q. What do you feel about
going lo let it bother me. There
and then checked the box
women's lib?
are several jobs I am going lo
marked ''male" on the
A. I am not into that yet but I
inquire intc at. GSU. The
registration form. This session
am a fundamental believer of
university has supported me
Francis
surprised
adhuman rights. I think of the
and has helped with J.D. and
ministrators by marking the
oppressed blacks and women
record changes. I shouJd gel a
female slot.
that are oppressed. I am
job on the basis of qualification.
What interested me most to
Q. Are You happy'!
beginning to experience this on
do this interview was the
A. Sure. It's not all what I
a personal level. I have been
motivational factor prompting
treated as a sex object.
thought. it would be, but it has
Francis to subject herseH to
Sometimes it is difficult to hold
allowed me to be more exthis
comparatively
new
intelligent conversations with
pressive. I don't feel I hav!' t.o
operation. I asked Franics if the
men because it. soon leads to a
hide. 1 mix better and even
operation was painful, she
though there are periods of
discussion of a sexual nature.
They automatically assume a
depress ion. Being able to be
meeting time. and space being replied. "During the recovery
what I am is much more
dominant role in any type of
thP only requirements for phase it is painful, but it is done
in phases which eliminates a loi
emotionally satisfying. ·
relationship. social, business, or
~ctting there. Therefore. I find
of pain.
academic. W e are oppressed
Q. What do vou feel about
suth insinuations and acQ. Can you have a child'?
and we should organize a fight
homosexualitv·? •
cusations unnl•cessary and
f.· Not at the present time.
against it. All women are not
A. They ha~e been oppressed
uncalled for by such highly
Research
is being done on
oppressed. Some of them like to
too lon~. They have been kept
esteem colleagues. Why don't
be treated as objects. Some
in the dark too long. Society
we get on about the business of transplanting the whole uterus.
men are conditioned t.o like
could be more understanding if
the university and implement I expect it will happen in five
they had info1·mation so that.
women like that. I don't fit t.hat.
the -mandates and goals which years. Then the person who
category.
when they encounter ed a
gave birth to our survival as a undergoes a sex change can
Q. Are you married?
homosexual
they
would
institution
instead
of have children.
Q. What made you decide to
A. Right. I'm married and I
perhaps accept him. They are
generating and perpetuation an
enjoy it very much. I love my
simply highly functional.
atmosphere of distrust and go thru with this operation?
A. First of all the hardships
husband. He has been with me
talented, individuals. I agreed
paranoia'! One of the unique
throughout this operation. He's
to this interview so that people
aspects of this university as I that one encounters as a
a very understanding person.
might understand the plight of
see it is the "openness" of the homosexual. When one first
He is a nice person who means
the homosexual. P eople may
meetings and conferences in discovers their homosexuality
a great deal to me.
breathe a little lighter as a
and across collegial lines which he Jives in constant fear of
Q. What are your academir;
result of my experience. I have
fosters and encourages a totaJ being discovered by family and
interest.s't
no hang ups about this.
team work approach and a friends. The fear is that of
A. I like education. I have a
Q. Do you have any regrets'/
··university identity approach'' rejection.
Q. How does your family feel
Masters degree in education.
A. I have no regrets. I'm
as opposed to the more
I'd like to teach at the junior
finding out about myself. I am
parochia l and traditional about this operation?
A. After all t his time they
college level because I enjoy
learning about things I didn't
··department"
and / or
teaching.
know. I have no misgivings.
"discipline" approach. So, let's hav'e accepted it. Those who
not create an atmosphere in have not weli...I interact with
this "University where faculty my family. I visit them, not as
people are discouraged from often as I should. There's no
attending meetings across great love lost because we
decided it was the best thing
tollt>gial line.
f9r me. I consulted with my
Finally, the insinuations you
mother prior to my operation
make are untimely, unfounded
and she agreed if it made me
unjustifiable, and above ali
happy. We've discussed every
uncalled for. I have never
imputed motives to your facet of my homosexuality.
Q. How do people at GSU feel
behaviors and I demand the
about you now?
same Tespect.
A. One thing that surprised
me was that I have not gotten
any stares to my knowledge. I
think a lot of the students t hat I
There i s an i ncreasing demand
started with are gone. My
for qualified Computer Program·
gQverance systems within friends are aware of what I've
mers t o meet the needs of busiHLD.
gone through. I don't think I'm
ness, industry and government.
According to recent report from
10% of tbose surveyed were anything freakish to look at.
the Bureau of Labor Slatistlcs,
teachers
and
ad:
satisfied with the participation The
there are over 22,000 new job
openings e'!ch year for Computer
students are allowed in the ministrators have been most
Programmers. Isn' t it t i me you
present goveraoce system. understanding- at least to my
prepared l or your future?
99% students should be able to face. l want to be accepted. •
participate actively in HLD That is the fundamental need of e
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION,
goverance.
any person.
e
"HANDS-ON-TRAINING"
The questionnaire also inQ. Do you think women
•
dicated unanimous support for accept you'?
•
Training Systems Institute of·
having a system of government
.
•
lers profess i ona l courses in
Computer Programmi ng, Operthat
will
afford
equal • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
ations, Analysis and Keypunch.
distribution of voting power
You wi ll receive actual ·• handsamong civiJ service employee·s,
on·lraining " using the most
students, and facult.y in the
modern computer 'equipment.
governing and policy making
At TS I, you learn·by-dolng
bodies of HLD.
under the personal supervision
of our h i ghly skilled instruc·
One fourth of those students
tors.
surveyed felt "Given the
concept of self paced inMORNING
struction, the present overload
AFTERNOON
policy is in accordance with th~
EVENING
GSU mandate of self paced
and
instruction."
Improve your memory and
SATURDAY ClASSES
Faculty
and
Adcontribute to the advancement
ministrative representatives in
of Science-all in one short hour.
HLD could benefit from this
Subjects are needed for an
sl-udent feedback because Jt
experiment in memory. Sign up
clearly shows what some
.. tHI utln
now outside room C3326 (third
students in HLD feel an'd think
floor HLD) and take an active
\ t .l
about c~rtain policies in HLD.
role in the research process.
When attempting to form an
Your participation will be
"'' ~ II
equitable goverance system in
greatly appreciated!
,, ,,,.,..,.,.,
HLD, student feedback shouJd
If you can't make it to the
ac.ot3S
be strongly considered
coiJege
call
Addison
Woodward
':
SillRLEE
534-5000 ext._._ ...2393.
".'r ' . •~ .-·
. r.l":r ....-.,. . 11"': ~<r.,....-;-~---~~............................. ~ .... '\.·-~ - _....... ~ ... ...... ~
• •,.J.J ..C.JJJ-·f:'·"
-.
..-

Now Run and Tell That
To: Daniel Bernd/Larry ) teCellan
FROM: Professor David R.
Burgest. HLD
In y<tur February 14. 1974
m,·mo to the CCS Faculty
t puhli~hl'd in thf' Innovator.
:'llareh. l 97 .J special issue) you
~l<tlt• .. 1nvitations to the
rnt•t• ting
WE're
evidently
<;Piec-tive.. pointing out that
~onw studt>nts whom you felt
~hould havf' been present were
not infMmt•d of the m~eting
and I W<tS an ··example" of
~ht•rman·s l:'fforts to "stack"
thP cletk. To speak frankly. I
rh·tt·st the assumptions being
m;ul!· that m.v presence in a
<TS Fat·ulty meeting was
""nwhow· an indication that 1
had in st)mc·way conspired with
!)(·an Sht·t·man on matters
r·unc·c·rning his relationship
with his facu lty. In fact, 1 see
1his as an 'additional insult you
have !€'vied against your Dean
impl,\·ing that he is operating
undt·rhanded in taking care of
hi" college business.
I have bet>n informed
~omewhere along the line that
this is an ··open" university
which means that all meetings
and confer·entes within the
•·onfines of the campus were
open and could be at.lended by
anyont- with knowledge of

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••
•••
••
Be A
••
COMPUTER
••
••
PROGRAMMER
••
••
••
•••

Zodiac Survey Results
The goverance system that
will run HLD is in the process
of drastic revision. T he Student
Assistant Dean's Office in HLD
recently
circulated
a
questionnaire to students to
determine the degree of
satisfaction they have with the
evolving goverance system.
The r.esuJts of this questionnaire show there is serious
question as to the ability of
faculty and administration to
cooperate by encouraging
student-S to participate in the
Continued from Page 2

ployees to police the facuJty
because he is so distrustful of'
his own faculty-members." She
ft>els the real io;;sue is that ..as a
c!ea.1 and
administrator
Sherman is not competent, but
as a faculty member he is."
A CCS facuJty member told
me he felt "it was "an internal
collegial matter that. doesn't
deserve the kind of GSU wide
attention it is getting." He said,
"there are appropriate ways to
go about handling academi~
matters such as these and this
matter had not been handled in
that way. There should be, if
there are not already, formal
p11ocedures by which this kind
o~~~e_s~~ .. ~-!'... ~~ N-{I~~Cil,", _,,.,... •...,.. ,.

Help!

Help!

Need

Students
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WHY YOU SHOULD GROW
YOUR OWN

Bookstore
1rs Problems
and ••••••••
Since I have been here as a
student, two years now there
has been grumbling and
complaints
about
the
bookstore. So when the chance
to work there opened up, I took
it to see just what the problem
was.
This is my second session
working in the bookstore and I
see two main problems, neither
of which are the fault of the
bookstore personnel
The
first
problem
chronologically and primary is
the university professors. They
- just don't tell the people in the
bookstore what and how many
books.to buy in time for them to
get the texts here for us
students. In order to show
what I mean, the following
table shows the results of the
present session's book order
· dates:
COLLEGE-CEAS · No. of
orders placed · 30 - Order over
2 weeks late - 2 {7%) · Order
over one month late - 0
COLLEGE - CBPS - No. of
orders placed 43 · Order over 2
weeks late 11 (250m) - · Order'
over one month late 1 {2.5%)
COLLEGE · CCS - No. of
orders placed 24 - Order over 2
weeks late 13 (550,k) - Order
over one month late 4 (16.50,k)
COLLEGE · CHLD - No. of
orders placed :rT - Order over 2
weeks late 21 {59%) - Order
over one month late..2 (5%)
fd like everyone to un·
derstand basically how the
bookstore works. First, we give
the Collegial Bookstore Liason
the forms used to reque~t
books. It is that person's job to
distribute those forms in their
respective colleges. Along with
those forms goes a due date.
That date is usually at the end
of the second week of the
session prior to the one the
books are being ordered for.
The forms were sent out to the
liason person on Friday,' March
. 8 and were due back Friday,
. March 15. The professors have
known what they are going to
teach next session for a long
time so one week is not too
short a time to request the
books, publisher, and approximate number of students

I

ByBETTY LEWIS

_>roximately one hundred
thousand ladybugs in a gallon
which only costs around eight
dollars. This is cheaper thar
the cost of pesticides and is
much easier to distribute.
Nature provides us with
'Jirds that eat destructive
msects. In order to attract
bluebirds, scarlet tanagers,
meadowlarks, fly catchers
barn swallows, sparrow, etc
You should supply the tr~
and nesting conditions that
birds desire to Jive in.
Did you know that toads are
our friends too? It bas been
found that a toad can eat about
!igbt thousand insects in four
nonths.
One beautiful method of
keeP.ing insects away is to use
leaves, buds, roots and flowers
of cer tain plants. The hedge
apple repels waterbugs and
roaches. Leaves from squash,
pumpkin, mint leaves, garlic
juice and chives are effective
and natural repellants.
. In plac.e of artificial ferr.ilizers you can utilize old tea
!eaves, coffee grounds, organic
garbage, cut grass and ~nure.
Perhaps you are wiAware
that there are soil testing kits
!l.Vailable on the market containing materials and in
formation for tests which art
quick and easy to use. Information can be obtained from
your County Farm Agent.
Organic gardenipg is an
experiment with life. It should
give beautiful sensations and
3atisfaction to the mind to work
in the earth using nature for
nature, nature for life, and life
ior nature.

Many people today are
familiar with the phrase
"organic fOOds", yet may be
unsure what exactly is organic
food or why it is gaining
popularity. I can clarify the
question by stating that
organic food is grown without
the use of artificial fertilizer.
poisonous pesticides, artificial
coloring, or added preservatives.
While it is true that artificially raised food usually is
bigger and brighter it does not
mean that it is of higher
quality.
The following information
may encourage you to grow
your own_garden.
Ethylene, Vlhich destroys
chlorophyll destroys the green
color in fruits. By doing this
I
a.AoU
unripe fruit can appear ripe.
Chlorides cut down the
ability of seeds to germinate,
and the soda from nitrate of
soda makes the soil harder.
Eight h undred million
.
pounds of arsenic is sprayed on
food every year in this country.
This is about four pounds per
year for every person in the
United States.
If you are consider ing
growing your own garden and
I
do not want to use pesticides
t here are natural alternatives.
Untl 8:00 P.M.
(Actually, a gardener cannot
a . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " " ' ! " - - - t consider his food organic if he
uses artificial fertilizers).
The la·dyb)lg's favorite entree is the aphid.-A ladybug can
enrolled. This presents another
•bought they were twice as devour aboqt fifty aphids
problem, not the primary one,
popular as tbey.Yare, most of everyday not' ~eluding scale
but a difficult one.
their books were paperback so and mites. There are . apThis problem is overstock.
they ONLY (?) amounted to --:or~d~e~r~s-:a""'n~d:-m
-a-ny-·....-r;..eq..:u_e_s"":"t-.:.:.:..:=::.:.:----~--As I indicated earlier, the
$2.,806.52. So take your choice.
special
handling.
The
professors order as many books
as they think the class group
WhQ is worse, CHLD or CCS?
publishers ship t he books
The moaf eapty thiilg
We don't have room to store
will need. They don't know for
these books and most of them
whenever they get around to it.
we know o f is au
sure because we have an open
There is not anything that
enrollment policy. But if they
are not re-used. So we have got
hasn't been tried and failed.
·guess wrong the bookstore is
l.o send them back . to the
Once the purchase orders havt
empty. ~tudent
left with the books. Now some
publishers, usually in t he
gone out, the waiting begins. It
professors are usually close and
seventh or eighth week of the
the books don't come in at least
mailbox.
others are consistently terrible
'iession.
/
2 weeks in advance, the
in their estimates. Here are a
The publishers are the
publisher gets a phone call from
second major problem. The
the bookstore.
few more facts ....In the JF7 4
session, CEAS overguessed by
bookstore persorinel sends out
Those are the main problems
;.
22% for a total of $1,908.10,
'"
the bookstore has to deal with
the Purchase Orders during the
CBPS by 28°.k for $4,191.20,
third and fourth weeks of the
which directly affect us
CHLD by 45% for $6,409.76
previous session, that is if they
students. H you've got a gripe,
and COS took top honors on
see your student assistant dean
have the requisition from the
percents by overestimating
professor. l'his gives the
or see me in the bookstore. We
their popularity by 48%
publishers five weeks to fill the
will try to at least clarify the
Luckily even though they
order: All "the orders -are rush
situation for y9u.

222 MONEE RD.
PARK FOREST
481-5200 .

Pi•"'fft
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Lunch DI•nner and
· •
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Glass 0f Wine with .
o·Inner or p•IZia
l
SandW_.ch
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their Solution

Really 1.1

Larr;r
Posanka

Dial An Ad 563-8006
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Food Service

The GSU Cafeteria has a million doUars worth of equipment and
can't serve anthing but chili at 10 cents more than it has been. The
responsibility lies somewhere with Building and Planning.

Rick maintains an 'open door'
policy: "If a student h.as a problem
please let me know as soon as
possible. If the coffee is bad, don't
complain to your friends, let me
know about it. I can do something
about it!"

ALIVE AND ACTIVE
Many people at Governors
State University are aware of
Interna t ional
Students
Association, but many more are
not. In order to inform the
latter. the Innovator has un·
dertaken the task of finding out
what
the
International
Students Association is about.
The idea of setting up an ISA
at Governors State was in·
t.roduced by an Indian student,
now a Financial Aids officer,
Farook AliKhan in 1971. Its
motive and purpose was and is
to help foreign students solve
their problems, which are more
than the problems the native
American students are facing:
th ey come from different
cultures, they speak a diHerent
language. they don't have
anybody here. they cannot get
a job, they are discriminated
against and the list could go on
infinitely.
Realizing the above. students
at GSU formed the Association
and keep it in operation successfully.
Th e preside nt of t he
Association at present is
Morrison Ninalowo. He was
elected, by members, at an

October meeting. There are at
least 50 foreign students who
belong to the association. The
rest of them are urged t.o join.
' Some of the reasons for
Jommg the International
Students Association are:
. Provides student orien·
tations for foreign students.
. Fights for employment of
for eign students.
. Attempts to provide conflict
resolution among students.
. Attempts to provide all of
the information that a foreign
student needs in order to fulfill
his/ her academic expectation~
and successfully Iind hisfher
place in the academic world.
. It already won the battle of
admission of foreign students
on the ~me basis as their
American counterparts.
Of course, there are other
reasons why all foreign
students should join this
organization. They are urged to
take advantage of the Int ernational S'tudents
Associations' existence and
play a more active part in the
affairs of the University and
their own education. You csn
contact the president of ISA by
calling ext. 390. He will be more
than willing to help. He'll be
glad. After all, he represents
.you.

Co1111111ity Council
Bridge to

the

Rick Morris, Food Service Director, is urging the GSU Com·
munity to be patient while construction is being finished, allowing
the cafeteria to go into fuJI swing.
He said, "it won't be much longer..... something about
some ·duets' or something."

•••••

Apply Now for Life Experience Crec6t
By JONATHAN WOODS
Students at GSU can now
apply for college credit thru life
experiences that are non-academic. Tt\ere are two dif. {
ferent programs for wbich
students can earn college
credit.
Program one is the Board of
Governor's Degree Program
which can lead to a B.A.
Requirements; 12 hours
Humanities, 12 hours Science.
12 hours Social Science, and 40
hours upper division work !or a
total of 120 hours. At this point,
the student would be a candidate for a B.A.15 of these 120
hours must be taken at a Board
of Governor's inst itution.
B.O.G. institutions include
GSU, Western Illinois, Eastern
Illinois. Northeastern Illinois.
and Chicago State University

Students who have a com·
bination of prior college and
non-academic experiences may
be eligible. Students applying
for the Board of Governor's
Degree Program should
contact Dr. Elizabeth Stanley
in EAS. There is 11 thirty dollar
fee.
The second program applies
to GSU students only. Students
are assessed for their non·
academic learning experiences.
Five percent of the student
body may participate. The
major diHerence between this
program and the Board of
Governor's Degree Program is
that in this program. students
can earn graduate credit. To be
eligible, a student must have
earned sixty credit hours prior
to enrollment.

Vet's Bulletin Board

Urge Awareness Of Health

Are you tired of l!etting run
around concerning vou G.l.
bene~its? Uo you feel that you're
not getting a fair shake from the
Veteran's Ad~inistration in
Chicago?
John Heinz is t he Veterans
Coordinator at GSU, who's office

Among other things that we
need at G.S.U. is a Health Ser·
vice and a doctor. Not only students but ~acuity members;
civil service workers and
administrative staff as well are
occasionally in need of a checkup. What is more we all get sick
one time or another and it is
vital that we have someone
who would Jlrovide the necesS<!IY first aids when needed. I

r ,
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Community

ThE> Community Council of the College of Cultural Studies is an
a~~h t·. energetic and diverse group of concerned community
Citizens: The membership represents various (!thnic, geographic and
econl)mtc groups brought together for their common interest in
insurinl{ that. the CoUege is responsive to the needs of the communil) a nd that. the services provided by the College are known to
is in financial aids.
the c·ommunity.
•
The services which trus oUiee
(h <'r Lhe past three years, the Council has raised several issues
provide are: monthly
cunc~~ning v.arious aspects of the University, and has actively
assistance, Dlinois Veteran's
parl~c1pat.ed m events presented for the University and the comScholarships, Illinois Veteran
r,numly - . work~hops f~r migrant workers; fund raising to provide
work study programs. Ulinois
lor g~aduate asststants m the College of Cultural Studies; a series of
evenmg lectur~s for students and faculty; a discussion on the Guaranteed and Short Term
pr6b~ems of day-care at the University; and dialogues with the
Loans, J.obbying for increased
l'res1dent concerning hiring policies. and contracted services
G.l. llill benefit-;. Office hours
specifically in relation to minority groups. retunied veterans and
are: 8 a.m. , until 5 p:m. five days
lcical residents.
~
'
O~c of the Council's continuing challenges is to recruit and to
a week, and from 5 p.m.
retam p:ople, representing the diverse· sub-groups within our
un til8 p.m. four days a
commu!l1ly, who have the interest, time and- effort to work
ll'u~·k. l'hOIII' number is
productively on the Cot..~ncil.
1
Council members s~.>rvc a two-year term and are expected
to take an active intl'rPst in the activjties and programs at
534-5000 ext. 2157.
th t• l lnivcrsily and to part icipate in the Council's work. The
.....
( ·ouneil mt•etings arc held once a month. The next meeting
~~
uf thl• Com munity Council will be held Tuesday, April 2,
Students should check thei!
mailboxes
I ~17 I.

-~ ~

Students Attend
l'lw '-ltud(•nt 'wn I t t \d\ i'-On Commit l ee b currcnll~· working
uu t plan' lnr a .., prin~-t ori<'nlalion. tc·ntath l'l~ !>Cbt'dult'd (or .\pril IIi
,\. 17 .

I he· uc:ca..,ion 11 ill bt' dl•.,ignt>d to deal with is!>UE'!>. revb ion!.. idea!.
.mel C"IJangc;, artc·ct ing tht' life of GSl' citiz4.'n!:t.
II ~ uu an• really concerned for tbt' dirl'ction of thP l 'niver!.itv.
1 nur imput i.., vital!~ nct>ded and this opportunit) ;,hould not bt>
nc·glc•c·tt•d.

t
t

The student mail b!n:Ps ae;ain
will hi.' in lhl• resp~.>ctivE" college
areal\.
\\"ilh tht' rort hcoming inl"rl'a!W in pll~tagr. the 5tudent
mail hoxf'c; at lhe u niversit y ar e
(•XpC'ded to be used mor~ and
thus r conomizc the u -f' of
' highr r postage rates .

t
•

If he (she) does not have
sixty credit hours, they can be
evaluated for the diHerence
between actua. credit hours
earned and the sixty hour
requirement. Students interested should contact the
Office of A-dmissions and their
advisors.
All assessments are subject
lo review by the College
Review Commission, the
University Review Commission, and by the Vice
President for Academic Af.
fairs.
The amount of credit granted
to a student will be recom·
mended by his {her) advisor,
and will be subject to review by
the College Review Commission. The fee for this
assessment. is twenty-five
dollars.

don't think that we need to
stress this matter any stronger
because it is quite obvious that
in a moment of desperate need
we all appreciate the importance of a medical doctor. In
some instances his presence or
absence is not a matter of
luxury but a matter of life or
death. TherP.fore the University should seriously consider this issue and act on it as
soon as possible.

HOUSING
Although Governors State University is intended to serve
as a commuter institution, the Student Services assist~
students and staff members with informational housino
assistance.
. T he Student Services maintains a current list of students
mterested in acquiring housing or fi nding a roommate to
share an apartment. The Student Services also furnishes
addresses and telephone numbers of the rental offices of the
~ea~e.st apartment complexes as well as the name of private
mdtvtduals who may wish to rent rooms or apartments to
students.
T~e University cannot assume responsibility for Student
housmg, but every effort will be made to help students find
quarters.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The Ul\1 VERSIT¥ ADVOCATE offers the promise of a
new option and a better means of confidentially protecting
hldividuals.
·s '·he ..,.
·' d. vocal~s missjon to insure the a pplication of fair
. 1t. 1
mslltutwnal practices. 'I he Ad\·ocate wilJ confidentially
in\'("iligall' eomplaints of any individual attempting t~
nht;un a l "niversily response to a problem.
llr. Paul G. II ill. thc.> Unh erc;ity AdvO<·ate here a t GSl" can
h<· contacted :\londay thru F'riday. nine o'clock t hru four
n"tll)('k and hy :tppointment. His office is located on the first
noor near Student ~ervices.
r!· you. t hink .you have heen lrcal<.'<l unfairly concer ning
l mvt> rs 1ty busmcss. sec Lhe Advocate.
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Come into my Wodd

Dr. Vonverk Named
Director

''There's another world out there.....," ad nausem, so
beckons the airline commercial.
To students; interested in direcUy working with young
people, interplanetary travel can become a reality.
The six day motorcoach tour to Walt Disney World. Cape
Kennedy and St. Augustine starts on April 22 and ends on
April ?:1. Between dates the travelers can share a myriad of
adventures.
Indiana, the Blue Grass country of Kentucky, Tennessee,
Georgia and finally the Sunshine State of Florida, are the
states visited on the extraterrestrial itinerary.
Where can one register for this unique learning activity?
In the College of Human Learning and Development of
course. University students can enroll in the module
"Alternative Learning Environments" and gain credit for
what should prove to be an interesting adventure.
For further iillormation contact Steve Schain (HLD) 5345000.

LRC

The "Other World" inhabitants
seem to be friendly. This one,
resembling an earth mouse,
gestur es a welcome for future
traveler s.

Benefit GoH for Day Care Center SchecUed
Lectures OHerecl

in H.LD.
Janet Gordley

of

PARK FOREST SOUTH, ill.
- An open golf tournament
will be held to benefit the GSU
Child Care Center, Inc.
Reservations are to be made
by April21 for the tournament,
which will be May 5 at Urban
Hills Country club in Richton
Park.
Reservations may be made
by telephoning Governors
State University, 534-50!:0
extension 2144. .
The cost of $15 will include
green fee, buffet supper, and
tax·deductible donation to GSU
Child Care Center, Inc.
There will be tournament
prizes for both scratch and
handicap: _ Peoria system,
longest drive, closest to the pin,
and the circles. There wiU also

be door prizes.
The new day care.center at
Governors State University
will be at the Vick farmhouse
on Dralle road just east of the
Illinois Central-Gulf railroad
crossing an_d the Cardox factory.
Any child between the ages
o£2·1/2 and 9 will be eligible for
the child care center.
Parental association with
GSU is not required.
Hours will be 7:45a.m. to 10
p.m. Monday through Friday,
and, in addition, the GSU child
care center ·w ill be open
Saturday morning.
Applications are available at
t he university, in student
services and the university
advocate's office.

The College of Human
Learning and Development is
CI,Jrrently presenting a series of
noon bour lectures. Anyone is
invited to bring t heir lunch and
sit in. The first lecture was held
on ·Feb. 11, 197 4, with
Professor Perry Nicassio
disclosing a study he had made
in Colombia, So. America. The
study had to do with the im·
portance of the symbollical
word ~facho (Machismo) as it is
impl ied to the males of
Colombia and the effect of the
dominant male image over his
spouse, if married, and · others
in the community. Of the two
socio-economic levels (Upper' •
The
GSU
Veterans
'
•
middle class and Emerging • Association met Thursday,
Working Class. as defined by • March 14 to elect new officers.
U.S. standards), in which the
The new officers are: "Chuck
male bas a self-fulfilling sex
Rangle - secretary, Bernie Sluis
role obligation, the population
- treasurer, Leo Kelly-Vice
count per family ranges from 3
President, and Ramoni ta
plus in the wealthier class to
Segarra - President.
over a children in the working
class with 7-10 children per
family not being uncommon.
Possibly the Catholic Church
Veteran? Yes No
plays a major role in the
Are you the father of any children bor n out-of-wedlock? Yes No
population growth as 90% of
H so, how many? [number )
the countrymen are Catholic. It
Do you claim these children as dependents for purpose3 of receiving
was an interesting lecture, and
Educational Assistance Allowance? Yes No
the bonus we all enjoyed was
If not, why not? Check one.
coffee and chocolate chip
A. Didn't know it was allowed.
cookies. Hope to see you at the
B. Didn't want to claim them.
next sit-in.
C. Other .
PLEASE RETURN TO THE INNOVATOR OFFICE

- A dean of instructional
SeJ'Vices has been appointed at
Governors State University.
Richard J. Vorwerk was
previously director of the
university learning resources
center.
Allene F. Schnaitter has .
succeeded Dr. Vorwerk as
Director of the LRC.
Dr. Vorwerk will report to
Dr. Virginio L. Piucci, vice
president of research and
innovation. Dr. Schn.aitter and
Dr. Warland D. Wight,
Director of the Instructional
Communications Center, will
report to Dr. Vorwe··k.
Dr.
Vorwerk
joined
Governors State University in
1971, after receiving is Ph.D.
from the Indiana University
Graduate Library school. His
dissertation concerned the
environmental demands and
organizational responses of
academic libraries. His major
was the administration of
academic libraries, and his two
minors were in business administration
and
higher
education.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Allene F. Schnaitter

philosophy
from
Loyola
University and a master's
degree in library science from
Indiana University.
Dr. Vorwerk is treasurer of
the town of Park Forest South.
Dr.
Schnaitter
joined
Governors State University as
assistant director of university
libraries in 1970. She.received
he r Ph.D. from Indiana
University, where she was
recipient of a Higher Education
Act Fellowship from the
Graduate Library school. Her
dissertation was a study of
junior and senior college
transfer students use of
academic libraries.
Her library service included
the University of Missouri,
University of Michigan, and
Antioch College. She attended
Bowling
Green
State
University and received
bachelor's
and
master's
degrees at the University of
Michigan.

Richard J. Vorwerk

· He has t-aught at Indiana
University, the University of
Detroit, Detroit high school,
and Springfield high school in
Akron, 0. He ser ved on the
staff of the Memorial library at
the University of Notre Dame.
He was graduated from the
University of Notre Dame, and
received a master's degree in

E •
nt eecled
:
qutpme
n
and Cleo Walker have been and •
are ~oing_ for yeterans. Their .
for H.tckory House
gcnume smcertty and warmth •

•• Outste11ding
Human Beings
_
•
The ofhce of Veterans Af·
• fairs on behalf of the Veteran
• Communit¥ at Governors Slate
e University would like to ex• press its appreciation for the
e nu_lstanding jobs Bonnie Viek

are an example and
rouragement for all.

en· •
•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Info

CEAS · t
aril ·
__.,n
·
IS empor
y In two wuerent areas. Those with an office
number in the EAS 100 series are loc:.ated on the first Door of the F
Building. Those with anoffic:e number in EAS 200 series are loc:.ated
on the 2nd floor of the 0 Building. EAS r eceptionist and student
mailboxes are in the 2nd Door.

I~SO~l~IAO\:
P eople bot h within and
outside of the GSU community
having trouble falliug asleep
*• *
(more than 30 minutes pe.r
night on the average] are
ROOM FOR REN'f
requested to participate in a
TINLEY PARK
research study on dreams.
CALL AFTER 10 P.M.
Compensation for your parLIZ 532-4643
ticipation may be provided. Call
Perr y Nicassio, HLD, EXt.
LEARNING RESOURCE
2399 or contact him in person in
CENTER HOURS
Room C3540 for more in·
MONDAY-THURSDAY 8:00 to
formation.
9:30
Or. Perry M. Nieassio
FRIDAY
8:00 to 5:00
Professor , Behavioral Studies,
SATURDAY
8:00 to -1:00
'--------..,.o-:.i
HiiiiLiiiD.._ SUNDAY
1:00 to 5:00

In case the student body of
GSU does not know, the first
two lines of CLASSIFIED ADS
in the INNOVATOR are free to
them.
Also, they can join the
Advertising Staff and earn
"20%"' commission per transaclion. For further information
stop by the INNOVATOR
offil'c third noor, room C3320,
in II LI>.

-------------------------------J

In 1972, the Volunteers of
America
es tablished
HICKORY HOUSE located at
33 .west Hickory St., Chicago
He1ghts as a community
Resource Center for youth. The
purpose of Hickory House is a
community-based
residential
rehabilitation center 1ror male
'

youth ages 14-18. Last
November blazes destroyed the
entire ftrst floor of the house.
Repairs
have cost ap:
proximately $9,000. This has
only been sufftcient to repair
the building costs and does not
include any furnishings or
equipment needed. Information
regarding citizen participation
and items needed to renovate
Hickory House can be obtained
by calling Mr. McLean at the
Chicago Heights Chamber of
Commerce. There will be a
public meeting concerning the
surviva l of Hickorv House at

t he Jones Memorial Community Center, 220 East 15th
St., Chicago Heights on March
28, 197 4. PLEASE HELP IN
ANY CAP A CITY YOU CAN!
· The program at Hickory
House is he~ded by Mr. Willie
Bush, youth supervisor and
home director. Many items that
are essential to the proper
functioning of the house · all
kinds of linens, six beds for
boys, towels~ rugs, sofa, lamps,
drapes, ·table and chairs,
coffeepot. toaster, can opener,
T.V.• radio, shower curtains,
pillows, blankets, bedspreads
and many more househoad
goods. Anyone who is interested in th e survival of
Hickory House and bas contributions of some lcind, please
contact Colleen Green in the
INNOVATOR
publicalion
office or call 534-5000.
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America You
:-it-11. dirt, plastic shirts
Bombs and tanks and cars
fast, car toys that hurt...make
little boys grow up by playing
game call kill t he
nigger
the highest expression of
humanness
is peace, Amerka is t he
Negroes
Jones.
The Negroes changing America
changing from Blebbing dem
liies
now talking 'bout how to
organize.
The chie[ and villiage doctor
now finally agree
peace be~een brothers
the only way for it to be
cause rippin off you
is ripping off me
While America is still gitten
away freeeeee. must now
change l!P· moving from "I"
to t he "we~·
is getting hipper....
America......you
brought African lo Indian
shores
changed African to NegrO€!
pimped o[f negroes labor
to sell canned fruit
and later on the juice.
America
Two-hundred million peepy·
peepy boxes
don't lie, the reason why
it's yours if you willin' to buy

•

maze of electric wires some
attached to bombs
pigs cry shoot Black Panthers
to kill
n r die nigger die

.....
-

... ..
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America
your young packed hat and
spaccced, t hey now must
try and save face cause you
lied America
all bere ain't free in
America
specially ifn' theys beez Black
like me
America. .. you
psyched out my people in many
a way
you give them dope
that erases all hope, making
it hard ... t!J keep from going into
a slow nod.
I mean its hard to keep from
falling
into a slow nod when
you see Black try and Be
sometimes
Black is But usually Black isn't,
you dig?

Listening to my brothers rap
is
going to keep me from falling
into a
slow nod
my brother is your brother we
all
brothers.
Thinking about my sister
her sister is my brothers
sist,e r,
my brothers and sisters what
are we gonna do about
building a
nation.
will you be one of those who
bring it around?
You see brother and sister
Black folks are born into this
time
and space
one day too soon
too wise to be denied.
by Robert Blue

-
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~
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It was fun while it lasted!
A warehouse of learning...so
they say,
New and innovating, with noise
to spare.•
lt was a maze of confusion ... while it lasted.
A warehouse of learning...so
they say.
Frie nds were everywhere,
round every bend
In the maze.

The SmeU of You
The smell of you is
On me,'
In me,
Around and about.
I take you in
In the air I breathe,
The air and us we share
When we are free.
To be.
Being, instead of fearing
Rejection and pain,
Instead of fearing fear.
We are accruing blocks of
words in
Careful. endless piles.
T build in Gothic
While you, with
Clean, sparse sounds
Cut through my
Arched vaultings and
Hold me
With your eyes,
The smell of you,
And the small, shiny
Wetness

.IF .. .IF

Of your teeth.
The reach of your soul
catches me up.
Taking
Me to
Where
The realest thing is
The smell oi you
Phyllis Nelsnn

Help!

Help!
r

Students
THE ENTIRE GOVERNORS
STATE STUDENT BODY IS
URGED TO CONTRIDUTE
SPECIAL INTEREST AR·
TICLES, IDEAS, CAR'IOONS,
POETRY, EDITORIALS,
QUESTIONS AND COM·
MENTS
TO
STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS, THE. IN·
NOVATOR. CREATMTY 1N
ANY FORM CAN BE SHARED
THROUGH }'OUR STUDENTNEWSPAPER. NO HEAVY
~O MMITMENTS
ARE
REQUIRED.

Movie Review: fJapillon

,.

Reviewed by
PHYLLIS I. NELSON
"P apillon" was 1973's most
expensive film, a 13 million
dollar packaging efiort in·
volving authentic tropical
settings, the combined efforts
of screenwriters Dalton
Trumbo and Lorenzo Semple,
Jr.. with those of director
Franklin J. Schaffner and
s uper-stars Stc.ve McQueen
and Dustin Hoffman. It wasn't
worth it. The film is an almost
unrelievedly grim testimonial
10 the indomitable spirit of
man, but there isn't much
humanity in this prison-escape
film- to care about.
J Steve McQueen, who plays
tne real-life prison escape-artist
Henri Charriere, is an actor
who's fun to watch precisely
because of his small, narrow
range of projected emotion: I
enjoy watching him wring the
last dregs of nuance from his
tight. screwed-in face with its
narrow slit-eyes and. rigid
mouth. - But I feel hi!
narrowness of range, which
works so effectively in light
eomedies, is antithetieaJ to
Dalton Trumbo's attempt to
give us his ..soaring sprit of
JI\Aft" ~tte-

Trumbo (very sincerely)
grinds out this pretentious high
seriousness with astonishing
regularity, and it rarely works,
mostly because those involved
with Trumbo film scrips have
set about their work with a
religious reverence at t he high
altar of Greater Truths·
Regarding the Human Spirit. I
can't think of a way to make
Trumbo's scripts work, other
than casting a great, broad ham
of an actor like Anthony Quinn
or George C. Scott in the title
role and then cutting him loose
to chew up t he scenery like
mad. But an actor of McQueen's
small-range astringency gives
us no inkling of the possible
existence of a human spirit, let
alone the sense of soaring
freedom and strength the
suipt *'ould have us believe is
his. His small, tight, hard
presence in the midst of all this
high seriousness made me
laugh where Trumbo would
have my spirit break loose in
soaring ecstacy.
Schaffner keeps us shackled
with McQueen and bis suff~ring
for two and a half hours.
Schaffner bas done his best
work (..Planet of tbe Apes."
..PattoD.'1 when he bas had

great space and spectacle with
which to work, but he hasn't
used this locale of t he infamoliS
French Guinea penal colony t.o
open up t he film in any way.
Instead. he has shot an unvariedly cramped film which
deadened my senses to any
uplifting message the script
was trying to convey. I found
myself looking forward to
Dustin Hoffman's appe.arances,
simply because he's the
liveliest thing in the movie. But
Hoffman seems tO have been
directed to underplay in evecy
scene, so my enjoyment of lili
tl&rformance quickly turned
into a blunted irritation.
-Hoffman plays the hero's
closest friend, and the bond
betwee.n them is, I suppose,
intended to be a moving indication of the human spirit's
transcendence over external
sufferings. But every emotion
in this film pulls its punc:bes, so
that. fmally, I kept hoping
McQueen would suecessfully
escape so I wouldn't have to
watch his punishments any
more and the .film eould end. At
Jast.. titer the requisite SCenes
of.Nrviog:~aolitaiy,

The maze is clear now,
The bricks and mortar harden.
Order is restored...so they say.
And the straight and narrow is
secure...
For learning...so they say.
Centur ions of knowledge are
everywhere protecting
The bricks and mortar, with
weapons at their sides,
For learning can only take
place
Where new paint dries
ln renaissance fashion of the
predominant time.
By MlCHAEL _D. LEWIS

cba!e-

t.hrougb-tbe-jungle, aDd burialat-sea, it did.

If I had my life to live over,
I'd try to make more mistakes
_next time. I would relax. I
would limber up. I would be
sillier than I have been this
trip. I know of ver y few things I
would take seriously. I would
be crazier. I would be less
bygenic. I would take more
chances. I would take more
trips. I would climb more
mountains. swim more rivers
:Lnd watch mo.r e sunsets. I
would burn more gasoline. I
would eat more ice cream and
fewer beans. I would have more
actual problems and fe,ver
imaginary ones. You see, I am
one of those people who live
prophylatically and sensibly
and sanely, hour after hour,
day after day. Oh I have had
mv moments, and if I had it to
do over again, I'd have more of
them. In fact, I'd have nothing
els,e. Just moments, one after
another, instead of living so
many years ahead of each day. I
have been one of those people
who never go anywhere
~!thout a thermometer, a bot
. water bottle, . a gargle, a
:aincoat, and a parachute. If I
had it to do over a~ I would
go places and do things and
travel lighter than I have. If I
had my life to Jive over, I would
start barefoot ea.r lier in the
-.pr ing and stay that way later
in the fall. I would play hooky
more. I wouldn't. make such
good grades except by accident. I would ride on more
merry-go-rounds. I'd pick more
daisies.
The Invisible Man

Keep
on·

ne t hing about the written
word is simply this - with the
word, the past and the future
are as real as the present;
yesterday, tomorrow and today
all have the same impact on the
mind. Thus the dream when
expressed verbably, written or
otherwise, has the same effect
as what happened yesterday
expressed verbally and is as
potent. if not more so, as what·
is happening right now expressed verbally. A eoncrete
example of what I mean goes
like this-; everything happened
test~rday, everything will
nappen
tomorrow • -and
everything is happening today.
See, words don't mean
anything. .

Like something mellow,
Melts in your mouth
Till your whole body
Feels mellow too.
First flowers
burst out,
Laugh, cry, hold .handed love
on warm pavement,
Cluster, peep thru
thin str eet cracKs,
wave to soft winds,
Be music,
begins like
loud stylin bad jazz,
and now.
again
again
.riolent drum
to Ufe
dormant sound
of my/ our alive
awake to begin
:Juick
porch to step song,
gel down,
and out.
First sign
of good times,
be our best and worst thang
summer rythems
flow
to the heated ~ipple
of our lives.
Virginia S. Cram
15 Minutes
I made it to County jail
a sunny sunday afternoon
They called me "m'am"
and he · "the prisoner"
They told me to keep his
Blues Harp - calling it
.ua weapon"
He sat locked - calling t hem
"the screws"
keeping-cool
Rotted skin fol'JDed a scab on
his cut
Rotted minds formed a scab
in his soul
Gettin' over - Bossman keep
gettin' over
c. treen

Beauty
has this self been here before'?
what did I find?
... that peace is not attainable
in' such a frame of mind
what has self done then
t o reach that state wit hin'?
... searched through webs of
soul and mind reaching beyond
fears and lies, and all mens sins.
c. green
the only reason that pain and
pride
and evil enter into this selfish
little soul is the misun·
derstanding
to make this journey whole.
Yet, in this real- there is no one
but I to ask and answer each
question
that lies near the depths of my
sorrow tonight.
c. green
Just what are you looking for
now, sister?
I have dreams I want to tell
someone.
I have hopes I need to share.
Yet they float inside my isolate
mind
with no one near to share
them.

I give joy, comfort. or warmth
I seareh still for thi5 fraction
of self that knows DO needs

never realizing my aloneness until DOW, in tbe quiet miseries
spoken falsely to myself.
e. green

